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Project in the Ukraïne

Supplied to Mironovsky Hlebo Produkt
Total project comprises 208 broiler houses, divided in 13 sites of each 16 houses.
Total capacity 10.400.000 birdplaces. Per year 67.500.000 broilers.
Engineering of the projects as well as delivery and installation of all equipment is
realized by VDL Agrotech.
Special features:
Ventilation system is a combination of airmix units,
roof fans,
3000
tunnel ventilation and side wall airinlets. System aimed at optimum
climat control in all seasons and minimum energy consumption.
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View Breeder
B-B project Bangladesh

Supplied to Quality Feed Limited ( QFL)
Project comprises 3 building each 2 floors with a total
capacity of 60.000 breeders.
The buildings are equipped with 2/3 slats, automatic
chainfeeders, nipple drinkers and also padcooling, tunnel
ventilation and sidewall curtains which open
automatically in case of power failure to create natural
draft.
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Your partner for complete greenfield and renovation projects!

Aviagen grandparent project in Hungary
Supplied to Csiron Kft

Project comprises prefabricated buildings for
Grand Parents, with a total capacity of 55.000 females
and 10% males. Houses are designed for optimum performance
and equipped with suspended automatically controlled chainfeeding
system, nipple drinkers, automatic nests, ventilation and cooling system.
Each house is individually controlled.

Integrated project
Kazakhstan
Supplied to Alatau Kus
Total project consisting of 100 houses, of which 65 for broilers
and 35 for breeder rearing and production.
VDL equipped all houses with complete set of equipment,
including automatic feeding, nipple drinking,
fully computer controlled ventilation and cooling system.
The large project area includes both the broiler
and breeder houses.

Broiler Project

Electric winch airinlets

Broiler project with cage system in Russia

Supplied to Priitskaya

Supplied to Belgrankorm and Altayskiy broiler

Project comprise total 54 houses with a capacity of 140.000 broilers each. The Bromaxx
1100 feeding system,
1800
2200
cage system is provided with removable 1100
flexible floors,
drinking system,
lighting system and manure removal system. A specially designed lift conveyor belt is
used for unloading of birds at the end of cycle.
Special features:
Combi ventilation system with high pressure nozzle cooling Warm water heating in combination with gas fired space heaters..
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Special features:
Tunnel ventilation, padcooling, automatic nests and egg collection system.
Alarm system with remote access.
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Total project consists of 39 broiler houses in one farm
location with different house dimensions, renovated
1100
from old
building1100
construction.
All buildings are renovated including good insulation for
maximum energy efficiency
Total capacity 1million broiler places.
All houses fully equipped with automatic
feeding and drinking, gas heating systems
in combination with infra red heating,
cross ventilation for minimum
ventilation, tunnel ventilation
for summer and all dimmable
lighting system.

